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BOSTO~ SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
November 16th, 1887.
A meeting of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers was held
November 16, 1887, at the Boston and Albany Station, in Committee room No. 27.
The meeting was called to order at 7. 30 P. M.

President L.

Fred. Rice in the chair.

THE PRESIDENT: We will now listen lo a description of the
plant of the Boston Heating Company, by Mr. Abbot, the Chief
Engineer of the National Superheated Water Company of Ne"·
York.
MR. A. V. ARBOT : Mr. President and gentlemen of the Boston
Society of Civil Engineers:
A few days ago one of the local papers facetiously remarked
that "the citizens had, during the past few months, a good
chance to examine all the subsoil of the Boston streets, for within that time nearly every cubic inch of it had been frequently
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exposed to view." Now I am glad to have an opportunity of
explaining to the scientific portion of Boston why some of this
exposition of the subsoil has taken place, not with the view of
mitigating any of the trouble or inconvenience that has been experienced, but to enable you to draw on your imaginations and
to consider some of the advantages that will be derived in the
future.
If Herbert Spencer had written upon the evolution of a city, I
think that he would have remarked that the line of progress was
from the individual to the corporation. In the small village
each man has his cow, his well, his kerosene lamp and his wood
pile; in the city we have milk men, a gas company, the municipal water works, and, we hope to have very soon, a HEATING
PLANT.
Strangely, nearly every domestic want, excepting that
of heat, has been already supplied in the larger cities from corporate institutions.
In a few places attempts have been made to introduce some
means of delivering heat from a central station. Probably Pittsburg, from the advantages derived from the almost inexhaustible supply of natural gas which there exists, has made a more
wide-spread success in this direction than any other place.
From the gas wells in the vicinity of that city an enormous supply of natural gas can readily be obtained at a pressure sufficient to force it many miles from its source, and to distribute
it to all consumers. Obviously, very few places have such natural advantages, and some other means must be devised, if it is
desired to furnish heat in a location not supplied with gas wells.
Several plants have been introduced to deliver heat by means
of a number of boilers located at a central station supplying
live steam to a series of pipes extending through the streets of
the district to be served. The steam thus distributed may be
used in any way in the same manner as if it was drawn directly
from the boiler itself. Where plants of this kind have been introduced with appropriate engineering skill, and with due precautions against the liabilities to which they are exposed, steam
heating has been successful.
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Recently another idea has been introduced which, it is believed will obviate some of the difficulties which attend the use
of steam for the distribution of heat on a large scale, and which
will enable the necessary plant to be constructed much more
cheaply. This system involves a circulation from the boilers
of HoT WATER, not of steam.
The object of a heating system is to D1STR1BUTE HEAT from
place to place ; and whatever means is used to carry heat from
point to point is simply auxiliary, the DrsTRJBUT !ON being the
end to be accomplished.
Before proceeding further, we must establish some standard
by means of which heat can be measured. If one is to measure
milk, the quart is the unit; if land, the acre; if cloth, the yard;
and so with heat a unit is necessary. The unit that is adopted
in this country is the quantity necessary to raise a pound of
water one degree ; strictly, I should say that a unit of heat is the
quantity of heat necessary to raise a pound of water from thirtyeight and a half to thirty-nine and a half degrees temperature,
the point of the maximum density.
Water is selected as a measure for heat because it was supposed to have the greatest capacity for heat of any known substance. Now a solution of sugar, and element bromine are
found to have slightly greater specific heats. With the unit of
heat we can express quantities in terms of that measure; for example, one thousand units of heat is the quantity necessary
either to raise one pound of water one thousand degrees or one
thousand pounds of water one degree. It is true that the specific heat of water increases slightly as the temperature rises,
but that increase is so very small that for anything but the most
accurate and exact calculations it may be neglected.
To carry any substance from one point to another we wish to
select for our means of transportation that arrangement which
will enable us to convey the greatest amount for the least expenditure. If we want to haul a thousand tons of earth, we get
the largest cart that the horse can easily draw; if we wish to
carry a load of rails, we obtain the largest car that can accom-

modate Lhem. So, for the transportation of heat, we naturally
select that substance which will convey the largest amount of
heat. Mercury, oil, steam, hydrogen gas or petroleum could be
employed; but, inasmuch as water, per unit of volume, will contain the most heat, it is obvious that it i5 best adapted as a vehicle. It would be possible for us to use a solution of bromine
or sugar, to which I have alluded, but these substances have too
slight an advantage over that of water to render their use advisable.
Reference to the accompanying illustration, Figure r, may
aid an understanding of our system. At a central station a
number of boilers are located, exemplified in the illustration at
A. F'r,om the boiler, A, proceeds a pipe, C, to a pump, B. This
pipe is attached to the suction end of the pump, and consequently the action of the pump withdraws the water from the
boiler. Proceeding from the discharge end of the pump a pipe,
C, extends through the streets, and returning to the central station, enters the boiler at C". As soon as the pump is set in operation the water flows out of the boiler by the suction pipe, C,
and is forced around through the streets and back again into the
boiler by the pump. If, during its passage, no water is taken
from the main, every stroke of the pump withdraws FROM the
boiler, and returns TO 1T again, an equal quantity of water. In
reality, the office of the pump, B, is simply to sustain a continuous circulation through the hot water main.
Directly beneath the hot water main, C, there will be seen the
pipe, D, which in the station terminates in the tank, D'. This
second main collects the water as fast as it is used and cooled,
and returns it to the station, from which function it derives the
name of the RETURN MAIN. As the return main empties in the
tank D', all the water which is cooled and carried back to the
station is delivered into this tank, from which a second pump,
D", draws the water and forces it back into the boiler, again to
receive a fresh quantity of heat and be ready for another journey through the supply main.
From point to point along the main small pipes, c', extend to

the curbstone, and terminate in the service box, °:'J. The pipe
in the service box is so arranged as to enable a single box lo
supply three houses. This is accomplished by capping the end
of the pipe with a three way lee to which are attached three asbestos cocks. From this tee in the service box small copper
pipes, 0, extend into the adjacent houses furnishing them with
a supply of hot water. Directly beneath the supply pipe, c", is
a similar, though larger, pipe, cl', to collect the cooled water
from the houses and conduct it to the return main. This pipe,
d', also enters the service box; and there, by a similar arrangement of tees and cocks, is enabled to receive the water from the
three buildings which the hot waler pipe directly above supplied.
At the risk of being a little tautological, I will very brielly go
over the circulation again, so as to emphasize the way in which
the water passes out of the station, through the streets, and
back into it again. We have a boiler in the station; there may
be a single boiler or there may be a large number, depending
on the size of the district to be heated. From the boiler the
water passes into the suction end of the pump ; from the discharge end it runs through the street and back into the boiler
again, maintaining a steady circulation for the purpose of keeping a constant temperature in the supply main. From various
points on the supply main small pipes are laid extending into
the houses and stores, from which a quantity of water may be
drawn off and used in any way. After the water is cooled it returns through a second pipe into a second main laid under the
first, which returns the cooled water into a tank, from which
lank a second pump forces the water back into the boiler again.
In the plant which we have introduced this season the return
mains arc all laid to grade so as to conduct all the cooled water
to the station by gravity. It is, however, possible to arrange the
house appliances, which I shall describe in a few moments, so
that they may be capable of returning the water to the station
over a higher grade than that al which they are located.
Neglecting any slight leaks unavoidable in so large a plant,
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and excluding waste that may occur from a thousand and one
contingencies, the system once filled will always remain full, the
water being simply the vehicle by means of which the heat received from the central station is transported to a distance. Tt
is the car in which freight is carried, the water itself having
nothing to do but act as a messenger, and after it has left its
load of goods, it returns to the station to receive another, and
repeat the journey.
Those who have watched the work in the streets during the
past three months, have noticed that we have excavated a trench
some two and a half or three feet wide, and varying in depth
from two and a half to seven or eight feet, having an average
depth of four feet. The trench has been excavated to grade between the street corners . Along the bottom of the trench we
have spread a uniform layer of concrete eight inches in thickness and of one part of cement, two parts sand and two parts
broken stone thoroughly rammed into place. Once in about
fifteen feet a brick pier has been introduced in the concrete and
solidly imbedded therein. On this brick pier has been placed an
iron construction called a bracket, Fig. 2.
The bracket consists of solid arch-shaped casting, supporting
a roller covered by a cap. The office of this roller is to carry
the four inch supply pipe and allow it sufficient ease of motion
so that it may readily expand and contract under the variations
in temperatllre; while the cap surmounting the whole confines
the pipe sufficiently in its place so as to maintain it in a fairly
straight line,and prevent it from becoming in anyway displaced.
The whole bracket stands on top of the brick pier, while directly underneath the arch of the bracket a second roller, placed on
a small iron stand, is seen, the office of which is to support, in
a similar manner, the eight inch return pipe, and to permit of
perfect freedom for expansion. It would seem that there was
quite a disproportion between the supply and return pipes.
The supply pumps at the station taking their suction from the
boiler are able to maintain through the small supply pipe a rapid current. We expect to carry a circulation, depending on the
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demand on the system, of from five to ten feet a second. By
means of the pumps, this forced circulation is easily accomplished. While a small pipe for the supply adds to the frictional resistance offered to the pumps, the radiating surface is largely diminished, the cost of the pipe is much decreased, and the
ease of construction is greatly facilitated. In the return pipe,
when the water is to come back to the station by gravitation
alone, it is necessary to decrease the frictional resistance as
much as possible to afford an abundant chance for the water to
run l.>ack easily and freely, no matter whether the discharge
from the house is regular or irregular. So we have for the return pipe an eight inch pipe, and for the supply pipe a four
inch.
The territory covered by our plant is shown on the map, Fig.
3, while the construction of the conduit is illustrated by the longitudinal section, Fig. 4, and transverse section, Fig. 5. In
actual steam practice it is found absolutely essential wherever
there occurs any change in direction of the pipe line, to introduce some means to provide for the expansion between the temperature at which the pipe is laid and that which it attains as
soon as circulation takes place. Experiments on various mechanical, contrivances have convinced us that the best joint to
be used for our purpose is the telescope expansion joint.
The expansion joint (Fig. 6, elevation, and Fig. 7, section}, consists of a large casting having longitudinal holes into which the
ends of the supply and return main :ire introduced. At one end
of the casting these holes are supplied with threads, E', Fig. 7,
and the ends of the pipe are screwed into them in the same way
that they are introduced into an ordinary coupling. By this
means, as the expansion joint is firmly bolted to the masonry
foundation, the joint forms an anchorage so that one end of the
section of pipe to which the joint is attached is firmly fixed and
held in its place. At the opposite end cf the joint from the
screw threads, the casting is enlarged so as to receive two sleeves
of phosphor-bronze, K, containing a large percentage of aluminum. These sleeves form the movable part of the joinL, and,
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after being introduced into the casting, are cnre(ully packed
with a rope made of pure asbestos fiber, J., impregnnted with
black lead. This packing is introduced between the casting and
the phosphor-bronze sleeve in the same manner as ordinary packing is introduced into stuffing- boxes; and the gland, L, is firmly fastened on top of the packing. The outside end of the phosphor-bronze sleeve is furnished with a screw thread, C, to which
the encl of the pipe is attached, so that when the pipe expands
or contracts the phosphor-bronze sleeve moves in and out of the
casting and accommodates itself to the varying length of the
pipe. By means of the gland in the stuffing box and a corres,
ponding ring, e", on the inside of the casting, the phosphorbronze sleeve is very carefully aligned, so that its motion in and
out is in a straight line. In the joints which we have introduced
here the sleeve of the supply main is long enough to gi,·e a motion of twelve inches, while that of the return main is about
eight inches. Inasmuch as these joints are placed, on an average, as often as once in one hundred or one hundred and fifty
feet, and the maximum motion for which they will have to provide bemg only from four to six inches, it / will be seen that
there is an abundant margin to prevent any possible cramping.
Last spring we built an experimental joint of this kind, and
setting it up in our shop in New York, put on a steam pressure
of four hundred and fifty pounds to the square inch ; and, attaching a lever to the sleeve, worked the joint to and fro several thousand times, corresponding to several thousand expansions and
contractions of the pipe. At the end the joint was as tight as
it was in the beginning, not leaking a drop.
Each one of the expansion joints is placed in a manhole so
that it is perfectly accessible to inspection or repairs. On the
fixed end of the expansion joint there is a valve. The object of
this valve is two-fold. Beyond the valve, in the casting of the
expansion joint, is a side outlet also provided with a valve. In
the growth of the system it will soon be necessary to introduce
cross pipes extending between the nrnin supply pipes passing
through the side streets so as to give a hot waler supply to the
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intervening buildings. For example, there is a manhole at the
corner of Devonshire and Franklin streets and one at the corner of Franklin and Congress. At each of these manholes occurs an expansion joint. At any time it is simply necessary to
connect this valve at Devonshire street, and then opening the
valves, a stream of hot water would flow between the two streets
making a cross connection, from which the buildings on those
streets could be supplied.
When it becomes necessary to repack the expansion joints,
though to the best of our belief the packing will last a long ti111c,
it is only necessary to shut off the valve at the manhole and a
corresponding valve at the next to cut a section of the main out
of the circuit; and, by opening a side valve, we can aischarge
the water contained in the main into the conduit, which is pro vided with a drain for this purpose, and then, by blowing a
stream of air into the manhole, cool it off sufficiently so that
the workmen can open the gland and introduce a new packing,
all in the course of a few hours. It could easily be done at
night time when the demand for heat was a minimum.
Many questions have been asked as to the safety of this system, pertinent questions, too, because exaggerated statements
have become current as to the pressure which we propose to
carry.
The supply pipe is made of what is called" extra heavy" pipe,
the bursting strain of which is twelve thousand pounds to the
square inch, as we have ascertained by testing a number of
_samples to destruction. Every piece of pipe that has gone into
the streets has been tested to four thousand pounds to the square
inch as a proof test. After the main is laid in place, every section, that is, the distance from one expansion joint to the next
one, every section, including all screw threads, all of the packing of the expansion joints, and all joints, has been tested to fif.
teen hundred pounds; and now that the main is completed, we
are, at the present time, making a test of the whole main, up to
fifteen hundred pounds, from the station round back to the station again. So when the 1nain is completed and ready for.use,
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it will have received first, a test at the mill of four thousand
pounds; second, a test, by sections, of fifLcen hundred pounds;
and third, a test of the main as a whole of fifteen hundred
pounds, all being pressures per square inch.
\Ve expect to deliver water to our customers at a temperature
of abouL four hundred degrees, which corresponds to two hundred and fifty pounds to the square inch absolute, two hundred
and thirty-five above the atmosphere. Probably the water will
have to leave the station slightly higher than that to provide for
the unavoidable radiation. If we send the water from the station at three hundred pounds to the square inch, and allow one
hundred pounds for pumping friction, the total pressure on the
main would not exceed four hundred pounds; and, as the main
has been tested to four thousand pounds, there is a large margin
of safety.
As an additional precaution, we have, once in every section,
a check valve, so arranged as to shut off automatically each section of the main in case of any accident. Malicious injuries
might occur, for it is conceivable that in times of strikes men
might dig up the main or drive a pick into it. Jn the illustration, Fig. 8, a cross-section of this valve is shown in connection
with the expansion joint. It will be seen that on the left hand
side of the joint the casting is enlarged so as to form a spherical cavity into which one end of the pipe line, C, is screwed in
the same manner as into a regular coupling. The spherical cavity contains a ball supported on two ribs so planned as to allow
the ball when at rest to remain at the bottom of the cavity. The
end of the pipe, C, is chamfered so as to form a valve seat.
Undcr orclinarr circumstances, the bal I remains at rest on the
ribs. Should, however, any rupture occur, the current of water
llowiug through the main will, by reason of the break, be greatly ::tccelcrntcd, and acting on the ball cause it to roll up along
the ribs and seat itself on either side of the spherical cavity
toward which the current may be flowing, thus completely shutting off the remainder of the main. The forces keeping the ball
in equilibrium are iLs \\'eight, acting downwards and keeping it
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in its place, and the friction of the water current tending Lo force
it up the inclined ribs and seat itself on either of the sides of the
spherical cavity; so, by varying the weight o[ the ball, the valve
can be adjusted so as to close with almost any desired velocity
of current. Under maximum demnnds we can use a current o[
ten or fifteen feet a second, and the ball is so weighted as to
close at a velocity of twenty feet a second. Should a rupture in
the pipe occur, giving a velocity of twenty feet a second, the
ball will leave its place, and, rushing up, close the end of the
pipe and shut off the rest of the main. This is not simple theory, but it is practice to the extent -that we have made a number
of these valves and, after experiment, have found them to work
very accurately. Should any accident occur, either malicious or
otherwise, to rupture the main, it is obvious that only the quantity of water contained between two check valves would escape
from such a break. As these valves are placed at intervals of
about one hundred feet, the amount escaping would not exceed
twenty cubic feet. The volume of the conduit is so large that,
should this entire quantity o[ water be discharged into it. the
steam formed therefrom would be quiclilY dissipated through
the length of the conduit without producing sufficient pressure
to do any damage.
The conditions which surround a pipe in the street arc so different from those to which boilers are subjected, that a little
consideration will show an explosion of the pipe to be an im·
possibility. The boiler with its setting of masonry and bed of
incandescent coals is encompassed with a highly heated atmos·
phere which constantly tends to supply it with more and more
heat. The street pipe, on the other hand, is HOTTER than its
surroundings. On the occurrence of a slight rupture or tear in
the shell of a boiler, the pressure is relieved from the large mass
of water therein contained, and an outflow of the boiler contents
established through the incipient opening. The large diameter
of the boiler shell permits the molecules of water tlowing
towards the incipient rupture to attain, before reaching it, a
very high velocity; while the hot masonry surroundings, and
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especially the glowing coals and the incandescent gases of the
furnace furnish to the water continuous supplies of heat, maintaining the pressure, and accelerating the rushing molecules.
So, in far less time than it has taken to describe this action, the
current of steam and water has attained such velocity that its
impact has been sufficient to rend the boiler and perhaps overthrow the masonry, hurl it hundreds of feet from its original
location. In the street pipe, the comparatively small diameter
precludes the possibility of a high velocity in the water current
even should an opening occur. Furthermore, as no supply of
heat is furnished to the water, the pipe being surrounded by the
comparatively cold conduit, every unit of steam formed abstracts
and renders latent the heat from five units of water. Thus, even
if a rupture occurred in the pipe, no disastrous explosive action
would follo~v, a simple tear through which the water would
slowly escape into the conduit being the only result.
Before passing to the house connections between the main
and the buildings, allow me to call your attention to the special
screw thread which we have used in making the joints in the
streets with the two-fold object of securing extra strength and
greater tightness.
Ordinarily, a screw thread, as is well known, reduces the
strength of the pipe or rod on which it is cut about thirty per
cent. In Fig. 9, the special thread used in our plant is exemplified. The coupling joining the ends of the pipes, B, and C,
is made considerably longer than is customary in ordinary pipe
fittings. For a little ways the end of the coupling is bored out
SQ as to be a fairly accurate fit on the end of the pipe.
This
greatly improves the joint, as the over-lapping end of the coupling tends to strengthen and support the pipe that is introduced
into it.
The special peculiarity of the thread to which I wish to call
your attention, however, is that portion between the points, bb ',
and cc'. It will be seen that the top of the thread is in a straight
line with the outside of the pipe, while the bottom of the thread
between the points, bb' and cc', i$ inclined to the axis of the
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pipe at a considerable angle, so as to cause it to run out or
vanish at, b ', or c '. By this means the weakening of the pipe
caused by the cutting of the thread is spread out and diffused
over a considerable length; and by proportioning this vanishing
of the thread in -a proper manner, experiment has shown that it
has been possible to preserve nintey-seven per cent. of the full
strength of the pipe. In addition, this vanishing c,f the thread
produces a long and very tapering cone which may be forced
into the coupling by means of the pipe tongs in such a way as
to actually bed the metal of the pipe into that of the surrounding coupling and make a joint which is absolutely tight. This
same result is attained in a less degree with the ordinary pipe
thread ; but, inasmuch as the cone produced by our special
thread is very much smaller angle than that used by the standard pipe fittings, the pressure of the tongs in making up the
joint causes it to bed more firmly into the metal of the coupling.
The rolling mill supplies pipe in lengths of about twenty feet
so that the necessity of securing a perfectly tight connection
between each length is apparent. With this form of thread our
experience has demonstrated that, even under fifteen hundred
pounds, it is perfectly possible to secure absolutely tight joints.
In testing the sections, we have never found a leak when the
joints were properly made up.
Each coupling also forms an oppoi·tunity for a house connection. On either side of the coupli11g a boss is cast. For the
ho11se supply inch pipe is used, and for the return two inch pipe,
which extends from the main tO the sidewalk on either sirle of
the street, passing through a box made of creasoted yellow pine.
At the sidewalk a service box (shown in elerntion, in Fig. 10,
and in section, Fig. n), is situated. In Fig. ro, the supply pipe
may be seen at A, while the return pipe is indicated at B. These
pipes, A, and B, enter the box ancl there terminate in a three way
tee provided with asbestos cocks, by means of which the supply
from either branch of the tee can be at pleasure controlled. By
means of this three way tee and its asbestos cocks each service
box is enabled to supply three houses. From the service box
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lo the inside of the house wall, usually a distance of not more than
eight feet, copper pipe is employed in preference to iron pipe.
The advantage of copper pipe in this location is very obvious
when it is considered that, owing to the ductility of this metal,
the pipe can be bent in any desired shape without the necessity
of special fittings involving the construction and maintenance
of a large number of joints. So by using, from the service box
to the inside of the house wall, a copper pipe we are enabled to
introduce in it as many bends ancl carry it around as many corners as may be necessary.
Here are some samples of the various sizes of copper pipe in tended for use in house connections. The size which we most
frequently use is quarter inch which is amply sufficient to supply ordinary buildings. In the case of large stores or warehouses,
three-eighths or one half inch is employed. While, where it is
desired to supply power to an engine of twenty-five or more
horse power, five-eighths or three-fourths inch pipe is employed.
A one inch pipe such as you see here would be ample to supply
so large a bni!cling as the post -office. All of these samples of
copper which you see here have been tested to over six thousand
pounds. The sample of one inch pipe split at sixty-two hundred pounds, while the smaller size held seven thousand wilh
out showing any signs of failure.
The water, as I have already shown, is merely the vehicle for
the transportation of heat. And, now having indicated the
method by means of which we introduce inside a customer's
wall, the question arises, how can it be used.
Very broadly, it may be stated that our service is perfectly
adequate to afford a supply of heat for any purpose whatsoever,
requiring a temperalure of four hundred degrees or less, whether it be for heating, µowcr, cooking, chemical operations, or any
branch of manufacturing. The various appliances, however,
by means of which the heat contained in the water may be utilized are as varied as the different branches to which it may be
applied.
For heating, simply two plans present lllemselvcs. llot water
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can be introduced directly into a radiator which may occupy tile
same position that the present furnace in the house does, and
may warm a quantity of cold air supplied through the cold air
box, and send that air heated through the flues that arc already
in place, so as to warm the building in the same way that the
furnace does at the present time, only substituting a hot water
coil for the glowing mass of incandescent coal.
·where the edifice is already piped for steam, or in case of a
set of offices, where a very varied supply i desired, steam heating in the usual manner may be resorted to by the introduction
of a device called a "converter". Thiscontrivance shown in
Fig I 2, may be very briefly descri~cd as a steam dome, for, in
reality, in our system it occupies the same place that :t steam
dome does in a boiler. If, in imagination, you will conceive an
ordinary boiler stretched out so as to occupy two miles of space,
you will have a very fair conception of our system as applied to
the distribution of STEAM HEAT.
The end of the copper pipe, A, as it comes in from the street
is attached to a reducing valve, B. This reducing valve we
make of rather peculiar construction so as to specially adapt it
to withstand the pressure to which it is subjected, and also to
aJiord a regulator of unusual sensiti\·cness and durability. By
means of the pressure reducing valve, most of the pressure on the
water contained in the copper pipe is removed and water allowed
to llow into a large iron receptacle, C, which forms the steam
dome proper. By the removal of the pressure, a part of the water
is thereby permitted to take up the superfluous heat and to expand
into steam.
On the left hand side of the converter a small steam gauge is
shown, the purpose, of which is to constantly record the prcssun:
to whic11 the converter is subjected, and to enable the reducing
valve to be set so as to give a pressure of any desired amount. In
the top of the conYerter a steam pipe, B, conYeys the steam away
as fast as it is formed and carries it to any part of the building
where its use may be desired. i\t the bottom of the converter
a return pipe, E, may be seen connected to a float trap placed on

the inside of the convener. Another pipe, F, is used to convey
back to the converter the condensed water from all of the radiators so that there may be little or no loss to the system. As
fast as this condensed water accumulates in the converter, the
trap previously alluded to discharges the water from the return
main, E, and allows it to Oow into the main in the street, whence
it is conducted to the station.
As a precautionary measure, a safety valve, G, is attached to
the converter so that in case of any failure of the reducing valve
to act in a proper manner, which might possibly allow a greater
pressure to come on the converter than is intended, this safety
valve will open and permit the contents of the converter to flow
into the return main, and relieve itself entirely.
For SL1pplying steam to an engine no change is made in the
converter excepting· to enlarge it sufficiently so that there may
be a quantity of steam always on hand to supply the cylinder of
the engine. \Ve general! y calculate that, to preserve an adequate supply, it would be necessary to have the volume of the
converter at least ten times that of the cylinder of the engine
which it is designed to feed. So, for a large engine, we merely
increase the size of the iron dome to such proportions as shall
always preserve the requisite amount. For any case where both
l1cat and power are desired in the same building, as frequently
occurs, we use a compound converter with two reducing valves
so arranged that the water first introduced from the street shall
expand into one chamber giving, for example, a pressure of sixty pounds of steam for the purpose of driving an engine. As
soon as the water, under the pressure of sixty pounds, is discharged from this first chamber in the converter, by means of
the trnp, it is receiYed into a second one where, by means of an
additional reducing valve, the pressure is again reduced and the
remaining portion of heat contained in the water allowed to expand a part of it into steam which may be used for heating. By
this means we are enabled to reduce the temperature of the
water to the greatest amount, thereby returning it to the station
as cool as possible.
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In a system of this kind protection from radiation is an exceedingly important consideration. After a number of exhaustive experiments on nearly all of the non-conducting coverings
now in use, we decided to adopt a covering made of asbestos.
The covering is simply a roll of pure asbestos fiber one and one
half inches thick. It is made by taking the asbestos from the
mines, carding it in the same way that cotton wool is carded,
and winding it around a cylindrical roll. After the mixture is
dry a saw is run along the side of the roll cutting the coYering
in two ; then the roll is opened and then it is taken off. On
the outside of the asbestos is a solidly woven cloth made of asbestos rendered water proof by an admixture of plaster of Paris,
and held in place by wire netting.
Returning, for a moment, to the section of the conduit, Fig. 5,
we have, in the center, the pipe itself ; outside of the pipe an
inch and a half of asbestos with a waterproof asbestos covering.
An air space of four inches separates the i,sbestos from the first
brick arch ; then a second air space of two inches, and a second
brick arch. So we think the system is about as thoroughly protected from radiation as could be done. As to the insulating
power of the asbestos, this experiment may be interesting.
I had an air bath made so arranged that it could be kept at a
constant temperature of five hundred degrees Fahr. A sheet of
the asbestos covering, just as you see it, was laid on top of the
air bath. In contact with the upper side of the asbestos a piece
of two inch yellow pine plank was placed o as to cover the
sheet entirely. Between the asbestos and the plank a second
registering thermometer was introduced so that the temperature
between the asbestos and the plank could be accurately ascertained. The experiment was continued for several days, during
which time the air batb was constantly maintained at a temperature of five hundred degrees, and the highest temperature ascertained as occurring between the asbe tos and the wood was one
hundred and fifty eight.
The relative cost of transporting heat from point to point is a
most important consideration. Suppose that it is wished to
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maintain at any place a constant temperature. It may be a radiator for steam heating, or a cook stove or steam engine. If
we have a vessel in which we wish to maintain a constant tern·
perature, it is necessary to supply the heating medium to that
vessel at a higher temperature than that at which it is to be sus·
tained; and the greatest economy of maintenance is only
achieved by supplying the medium to the vessel at the highest
possible temperature and exhausting it therefrom at the lowest.
In other words, to furnish the least quantity of the circulating
medium with the greatest possible fall in the temperature. If
we supply a pound of water, we will say, at four hundred degrees, and Jet it cool down to two hundred, we get two hundred
units of heat; if we supply it at three hundred and allow it to
cool down to two hundred we get only one hundred units of
heat. So that in the practical operation of a system of this kind
the aim should be to introduce the circulating medium at the
highest temperature and reduce it to the lowest. The tempera·
ture required for cooking is about three hundred and fifty degrees; and it is probable that this demand is the most severe
that can be made on the system ; and for a discussion of the rel·
ative advantages of water over steam as a medium for the transmission of heat, I have selected this as being the one that would
present the system in its worst light.
If a range is to be maintained at a temperature of three hundred and fifty degrees, it is proposed to supply water at four hun·
dred degrees. Suppose there is introduced into the range a
cubic foot of water at four hundred degrees. The weight of the
cubic foot of water is fifty·threc and sixty-three hundredths
pounds. If the tern perature of the range is to be kept at three
hundred and fifty degrees the water can only be allowed to fall
three hundred and fifty degrees. The fall in temperature is
therefore fifty degrees. The whole quantity of heat liberated by
the fall of the water is 53.63 x 50 x 1.0174 or 2728 two thousand seven hundred and twenty-eight heat units.
The medium which is most commonly used instead of water,
for the transmission of heat, is steam. Supposing, instead of
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admitting to the vessel a cubic foot of water, we admit therein
a cubic foot of steam at the same temperature of four hundred
degrees. That cubic foot of steam weighs five hundred and
forty.seven thousandths (.547) pounds. Now, if that steam falls
from four hundred to three hundred and fifty, a portion of the
steam is conde!ised and the latent heat is liberated. A cubic
foot of steam at four hundred degrees weighs five hundred and
forty-seven thousandths pounds; and at three hundred and fifty
degrees it weighs three thousand and fifty six ten thousandths
(.3056) pounds; the difference between the two is twenty-four
hundredths pounds. The latent heat of evaporation of steam
at four hundred degrees is abo~t eight hundred and thirty (830)
units per pound; therefore by multiplying eight hundred and
thirty by twenty-four hundredths we obtain a product of one
hundred and ninety-nine and two tenths (199.2) as the number of
heat units set free by the fall in temperature of a cubic foot of
steam from four hundred to three hundred and fifty degrees. It
has been seen that the cubic foot of water will delivertwo thousand seven hundred and twenty-eight units of heat, while the cubic
foot of steam yields one and ninety-nine. The ratio of these
two quantities is one to thirteen and seven tenths (13.7). Hence
it is obvious that thirteen and seven-tenths cubic feet of steam
must be circulated to do the same amount of heating as may be
accomplished by one cubic foot of water. Just as soon as the
steam has fallen to the temperature at which it is required to
maintain the range the steam must then be exhausted to give
rise to a new supply. It is true that steam, being a light,
reriform fluid, will flow through pipes much more easily than
water will.
By the well known laws of hydraulics the relative velocities
at which fluids travel through pipes vary inversely as the square
root of the densities. The relative density of water to steam is as
one to nine and eighty-seven hundredtlis (9.87). Consequently,
under the same conditions, with the same length of pipe, the
same resistances on the pipe, and the same pressure on the circulating medium, nine and eighty-seven hundredths cubic feet of
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steam would flow to one cubic foot of water. But the water is
to the steam, as far as heat carrying power is concerned, as r to
13.57; whereas the relative quantities which would be transmitted through a pipe are as r to 9.87. The expense of delivering
to a distant point any fluid depends simply upon the amount of
mechanical work necessary to overcome the resistance of the
pipe. The relative velocities at which water or steam will flow
are as , to 9.87; but the relative quantities necessary to deliver
the same quantity of heat are as r to 13.7; hence the current of
steam must have a velocity of r.35 times that necessary for the
water current. Remember that the transmission through a pipe
is not a question of weight, but a question of volumes. A four
inch pipe will carry no more cubic feet of mercury than it will
of hydrogen gas although the density of the mercury is several
thousand times that of the hydrogen. It will carry more POUND~
of mercury, but no more Cusic FEET. So to deliver equal quan:
titics of heat there must be in the case of steam a velocity of
about r.35 times that of the water. The mechanical work, which
is the measure of the expense of the transportation of a fluid,
varies as the cube of the velocities at which the fluid flows. We
have seen that, under similar citcumstances, if the velocity of the
water current is r, the velocity of the steam current, to transmit an equal amount of heat, must be r.35. Cubing, it is obvious that the relative expense of transporting equal quantities
of heat, by steam or water, will be as r to 2t.
It is usually assumed that a current of steam flowing through a
pipe is maintained by the expansive force of the steam itself.
Precisely; but this expansive force in the steam is only attained
by a fall in pressure and temperature, and consequently, by a
corresponding amount of condensatioo.
Returning to our former example, if, at the end of a long line
of pipe it is wished to deliver steam at a temperature of four
hundred degrees, corresponding to a pressure of two hundred
and fifty pounds to the square inch, it would be necessary at the
central station to put upon the boilers a sufficient pressure in
addition to that at which it is expected to deliver steam to over-
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come the inevitable friction of the pipe between the boilers and
the place whe,·e the steam is to be received. In a long line this
friction is a considerable amonnt, so that, in order to accomplish
the necessary delivery of steam, the boilers would be called upon
to bear a burden equal to the amount of radiation of the line
plus the amount of frictional resistance offered to the steam current. The frictional resistance may, of course, be reduced to a
minimum by the use in the line, of pipes of Yery large diameter.
This ha frequently been done with the inevitable result of very
largely enhancing the cost of the plant, nnd increasing the difficulties both of construction and of maintenance.
In the case of the water plant, it. is only necessary to subject
the boilers to the pressure required to give the temperature at
which it is wished to deliver water plus the much smaller
ri.mount of radiation which takes place from a pipe of less diam.
eter than that employed in the steam plant, the frictional resistance of the pipe being entirely overcome by means of forced
circulation obtained by the pump. The boilers, which perhaps
are the most difficult part of the system, being entirely removed
from this extra pressure, are much more easily constructed and
maintained. Thus by means of the use of an incompressible
fluid like water, and the employment of a pump to produce circulation, a much higher initial pressure can be placed upon the
pipe line to overcome the frictional resistance of the pipe. This
enables us to employ a very much smaller pipe than is customary to use in steam planes, and largely decreases the expense of
the system and the difficulties of construction and maintenance.
Even to engineers too much mathematics is provocative of a
certain kind of madness which I am fearful my insipid figures
may have already induced. Alas! that I have not the brush of
an artist or the tongue of an orator to adequately depict for you
the future which we believe will grow from the germ that this
summer, 'mid trouble, confusion and annoyance, we have planted
in the subsoil of the Boston streets. We dream of a tropical
future from which dust, ashes, and smoke are banished; of
chimney.Jess houses from the cellars of which the black diamonds
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of the present are exiled, giving place to paper and paint and
becoming inhabitable.
We dream of matrons made happy by the absence of dirt, on
whose carpets no particle of ashes ever lights, and yet whose
houses are as balmy as the air of the tropics; whose range is
never cold ; whose ovens never refuse to bake; nor is the good
man's wrath ever provoked by the tardy breakfast, the fault of
the over-sleeping domestic ; for lo ! in an instant, by a touch on
a valve, the range glows with heat, and, winter or summer, early
or late, the ovens, at a constant and equable temperature, never
refuse to fulfill their duty on the minute. Who knows! Ten
years ago, when the first squeaky voice pulsated across machin ery hall, Boston little dreamed that now it could talk to Chicago.
In comparison with the electrical wonders of the past decade,
our most sanguine expcctati ons seem early of realization ; and
when achieved, Boston may again take to herself the credit, as
she has often done in the past, of being the successful pioneer
in a new field.
February 10th, 1888.
PosTSCRIPT.-The main and station of the Boston Heating
Company was completed and in readiness to commence circulafion about the middle of December.
The pipe line, after being tested from the station round to the
station again complete, was thoroughly washed out to remove
all dirt and grease by pumping water through it for two days;
the main was then connected with a battery of boilers of two
hund red horse power underneath which a slow fire was started
so as to gradually heat the water contained in the boilers. A
steady circulation was at the same time maintained throughout
the whole of the main, so that as fast as the water was warmed
in the boilers, it might be sent out into the main, thus gradually
heating the whole system.
About ten clays was consumed in warming the main up to a
temperature of about three hundred and eighty degrees. During
this time the whole of the line was carefully watched to ascertain whether any leakage developed and whether the expansion
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joints worked in a proper manner. Fortunately, no trouble of
any kind was experienced, the main under heat being found to
be fully as tight as it was under cold water pressure. All of the
expansion joints operated as had been anticipated, taking up the
expansion as the temperature increased in a perfectly satisfactory manner.
After the temperature of three hundred and eighty degrees
was attained, a solution of potash was pumped into the main
and circulated for several days in order to remove all grease and
red lead, so that the system would be fu 11 of clean water. After
two or three day's circulation of potash water, the mains were
cleaned by allowing the hot potash water to escape and replacing it in the boilers with fresh warm water. This cleansing of
the main was continued until the water showed no signs of potash or grease.
• After this thorough cleansing had taken place. the various
consumers, whose house connections had been made, were, one
after the other, turned on to the Iinc; and at the present time
the company is heating about twenty-fiye large buildings and
supplying power to some engines. So far all the consumers on
the line have expressed themselves satisfied with the service rendered to them.
Experiments on the losses by radiation show that, in the circuit of nearly two miles the entire loss in the supply main does
not exceed three per cent., even in the coldest weather. In all
probability, as soon as the masonry of the conduit shall hav<!
had sufficient time to thoroughly dry out, even this small loss
will be great! y reduced.
Testimonials from parties using stea!ll show that the steam
furnished is exceptionally dry. One engine is supplied from
an exposed pipe o,·er eighty feet from the converter and no
trouble whatsoever is experienced with water in the cylinder,
showing that even after the steam is exposed to this amount of
radiating surface, it is as dry as steam fumished by ordinary
boilers.
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